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I am travelling through, passing my own capillaries, red lines rushing by, 
more red, caverns in my periphery like hulled strawberries, feeling a pain 
across my body (which I am in, am travelling through), tingling then sharp, 
sawlike, moving across me, rhythmic, back and forth, raking as I travel, 
beginning to emit a melodic sound 

      sounding

singing? is my body singing? is it in my veins? (raking) rising

the sound is growing louder   (raking) rising

as I continue travelling, reddening,   (raking) rising

speeding past another pathway, carrying more blood this way and that as  
I fall through my own body until

          light! 

sound loud and wait   rising  rising raking

wait

no      nails in skin

  no!    alarm sounding

no! fucking dream tricking me into fucking scratching my own skin! fuck! 

my head!weight    heavy on my eyes  tight head

slipping in and out    alarm stop!   tapping phone

        dry mouth 
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slipping in and out wish it was as liquid as it sounds slipping in and out

       instead of this   lurching   this    crawling    back  to   sleep

crawling back through red to   his face   looming   (inside my head)
can see my own face too, even though I’m in my own body, inside my head, 
so I don’t know why I’d be able to see my own face and yet, can see clearly, 
it wincing, and my sti# limbs, body completely still, no, sti#, still sounds 
too calm, it wasn’t calm, can’t have looked it, no, 

and there’s my mouth,   I know, I know how this plays out

no no   not now  no no

      away from this     not this part

focus on afterwards,    afterwards, though it can’t have been straight after, 
must be skipping here, something skipping, because the afterwards I 
remember is outside, outside when I felt that strange freezing, burning,  
hot sore yet freezing      the shock    of that

     christ     
 christ

            celebrating another fucking morning by waking up like this 

how many now? dozens?         crawling awake now 

more than that       awake for real now, get up for real now

no more thinking about that now     dry mouth and warm in bed 

how long       so warm

has my phone       so  warm
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been   ugh   grabbing phone

snoozing!    oh god

must! get! up!   (skin burning)

blood under my nails from fucking scratching in my sleep

fucking hell, fuck’s sake  the taste in my fucking mouth

head face down on pillow soft           waaaaaaaaaarm

got to do this thing again, the waking up thing, the day thing, the work 
thing, the disentangling from my duvet thing, this is something, this is a 
thing I have to do then, 

rolling over, sitting up, my head moving forward faster than I thought I 
was moving it

sitting up

bra on floor, dress one step further back, 

can trace my path to the bed last night (I didn’t even drink that much!)

water     (my head disagrees)

pint glass by bed    glugging

ah, sweet water     glugging

toes out from under duvet now

(then back under)

following the pattern of my eyes (open, shut / back, forward)

legs out now, feet onto floor, moving now and  up
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standing, walking  (swaying a little but catching self )

across corridor  bare soles on wood

heavy head  heavy head  into bathroom

door shut, lock, yanking shower handle

dragging pants down   t-shirt o#

in to  hot! hot!

pushing down handle   hot!  ah better 

eyes closed water over head, body yes yes yes

yes this

hands over hair  smooth, wet, not my own 

not my body, not my own

popping cap, lathering hair (that is not my own)

yes this

rubbing eyes  soap falling, watching it run over my nipples,  
into my tummy button

collecting by my feet    it’s Friday!

(none of these are mine)

     hands in hair

     soap slowing

     closing eyes
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head  clearing  clear-headed (foggy but clear)

   (running hands over not my hair)

pushing down handle    not thinking about that

cold      nope not that

cold!      so tired, tired of not sleeping, then sleep, then 

      awake! remembering, sleep, wake!  

shower o#, and body now mine, othering sheen lost (hints of it left in the  
           drops across my body) 

     (that is back to being mine)

wringing hair     always so much water!

cold  out  towel,

   rubbing, covering

hearing a tapping,  peeking  grey   it’s fucking raining

  great     feeling loaded

     wriggly

   the familiar feeling of a hangover poo

which is fortunate really, as I’m running    still a little wet,  

late, that I’m hungover that is, as it’ll speed up    sitting on toilet seat

the poo time, although there is an argument   towel on lap, 

to be made (I’m not      leaning forward 
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making it) that the hangover     freeing emptying

and the running late have rather hearing, plop!

a significant correlation, but as I  (then faster)

said, I’m not making that argument hearing  plop! plop! plop!

    a little quicker than expected

Wiping, wiping, up and towel round flushing (stodgy toilet ignoring) 
unlocking

padding back over wood   drip

     drip  drip

      drip

     drip  drip

into room, time         

fifteen minutes, cool, cool, I got this text from my him, no time to read

wardrobe open,    pants first

     bra, shoulder, shoulder, clip, on

dress, o# hanger

over head

tights, where tights, fuck no tights must cover legs

floor   there!  inside out will do will do

     up leg, up leg


